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Abstract—The microservice-based architecture — a SOA-inspired principle of dividing systems into components that communicate with each other using language-agnostic APIs — has gained increased popularity in industry. Yet, migrating a monolithic application to microservices is a challenging task. A number of automated microservice extraction techniques have been proposed to help developers with the migration complexity. These techniques, at large, construct a graph-based representation of an application and cluster its elements into service candidates. The techniques vary by their decomposition goals and, subsequently, types of relationships between application elements that they consider — structural, semantic term similarity, and evolutionary — with each technique utilizing a fixed subset and weighting of these relationship types.

In this paper, we perform a multi-method exploratory study with 10 industrial practitioners to investigate (1) the applicability and usefulness of different relationships types during the microservice extraction process and (2) expectations practitioners have for tools utilizing such relationships. Our results show that practitioners often need a “what-if” analysis tool that simultaneously considers multiple relationship types during the extraction process and that there is no fixed way to weight these relationships. Our study also identifies organization- and application-specific considerations that lead practitioners to prefer certain relationship types over others, e.g., the age of the codebase and languages spoken in the organization. It outlines possible strategies to help developers during the extraction process, e.g., the ability to iteratively filter and customize relationships.

I. INTRODUCTION

The microservice-based architecture is an approach wherein a monolithic application is divided into a distributed system of autonomous, independently deployable services. Adopting this approach has advantages over using a traditional monolithic architecture, including stronger modularity at the boundaries of each microservice, the ability to selectively scale out and/or deploy services within a system, and the option to develop a system with polyglot or multilingual technology stacks. To harness these advantages, many organizations are looking to migrate existing applications to microservice-based architectures; however, extracting code from large monolithic applications into microservice candidates is a challenging task [10], [32]. The extraction process can entail manually sorting hundreds, if not thousands of files, classes, and methods into groups — a process requiring substantial time, effort, and familiarity with the existing monolithic system.

A number of automated techniques have recently been proposed to assist developers with microservice extraction [4], [9], [14], [23], [31], [32], [35], [38], [44]. These techniques, at large, attempt to analyze and capture relationships between elements of a monolithic system and further use these relationships to group similar elements together.

The techniques vary by the types of relations they consider. Structural relationships, e.g., static or dynamic call dependencies [14], [23], [38], [44], aim to capture architectural similarity between application elements and group together elements that are likely to belong to the same architectural component. The main idea behind these techniques is that architectural components are good candidates to become microservices as they minimize inter-service calls and performance overhead. Semantic relationships, e.g., identifier similarity [4], [32], aim to capture lexical similarity between application elements and group together elements that use the same terminology. The idea here is that elements using similar terminology are likely to belong to the same business domain. Finally, evolutionary relationships, e.g., contributor similarity [14], [32], aim to capture the structure of the team working on an application and group together elements developed by the same team members. Some of the techniques also utilize a combination of relationships, e.g., dynamic calls and class name similarities [23], assigning each relationship type a fixed weight during microservice extraction process.

The techniques are typically evaluated on benchmarks and metrics selected by the authors, demonstrating the usefulness of the technique for a particular decomposition criteria, e.g., independence of development. There is also a number of reports evaluating a technique on an industrial case study [9], [31], [35]. Yet, each such report contributes a new microservice extraction tool variant, with its own considered relationship types and weights. In practice, microservice extraction techniques do not see wide adoption yet [10], [11], [17].

Motivated to understand how automated approaches can better assist practitioners with the microservice extraction process, in this work, we investigate the following research questions:

RQ1 (Usefulness): What is the applicability and usefulness of different relationship types during the extraction process?

RQ2 (Tool support): What features would benefit automated extraction tools that utilize element-to-element relationships?
To answer these research questions, we conducted a multi-method empirical investigation, collecting opinions of 10 industrial practitioners experienced with microservice extraction. Specifically, to answer RQ1, we performed semi-structured interviews during which we evaluated the importance practitioners assign to different relationship types during the decomposition process. To answer RQ2, we conducted think-aloud sessions for which we implemented a generic, “vanilla” microservice extraction prototype capable of dealing with multiple types of relationships, applied it on a realistic case-study application, and used that setup to collect expectations practitioners have for tools utilizing such relationships. We choose this method as having a working prototype is shown to be an effective method for identifying requirements compared with simply asking the participants about their needs [7], [26].

Our results show that practitioners value a “what-if” analyses tool allowing them to investigate different types of relationships and decompositions based on these relationships. This is because they consider multiple relationship types during the extraction process and because there is no uniform way to pick and weight these relationships across all applications, organizations, and teams. Structural relationships can easily become polluted when there are many structural dependencies on elements that cross-cut concerns. Semantic name similarity might not work well in aged code bases, where names used at the beginning of development no longer have a clear meaning, especially as people contributing to the project change. Likewise, evolutionary data can be highly polluted in long-living projects: data accumulated over decades of development is likely unreliable due to transition of development between different version control systems and commit models, changes in design, and fluctuation of personnel.

Furthermore, our results provide several actionable suggestions for future microservice candidate extraction tools. For example, our participants indicated the need to iteratively filter and customize relationships during the extraction process, apply different levels of abstraction to different parts of the application, interactively work with the tool to “fix” some decisions and let the tool propose candidates that take these fixed decisions into account, evaluate multiple extraction strategies against each other, and more.

We believe the results of our study will inform and inspire researchers and tool builders to devise novel solutions that better address practitioners’ needs. Our results can also benefit industrial practitioners who perform microservice extraction and are interested in learning from each other, borrowing successful ideas, and avoiding common mistakes. We make our prototype tool and the experimental data we used for the study publicly available, to facilitate future work in this area [25].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the microservice architectural principle and the types of relationships considered by the state-of-the-art microservice extraction approaches. Section III presents the design of our study, and Section IV discusses the results. We discuss the threats to the validity of our findings in Section V. Section VI outlines the related work, and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. FROM MONOLITHIC TO MICROSERVICE-BASED APPLICATIONS

A. Microservices

The microservice-based architecture is a software development paradigm in which an application is arranged as a collection of loosely coupled services that communicate with each other using lightweight technologies such as HTTP/REST [27]. Microservice-based architectures are closely related to service-oriented architectures (SOA), which is a style of software design where services represent application components that communicate over a network [33].

Microservices aim at shortening the development lifecycle while improving the quality, availability, and scalability of applications at runtime. Cutting one big application into small independent pieces reinforces the component abstraction and makes it easier for the system to maintain clear boundaries between components: APIs specified in the service contract are the only channel for accessing the service. Developers can focus on small parts of an application, without the need to reason about complex dependencies and large code bases [40].

Microservice-based applications also promote autonomous teams working on services that are organized around business capabilities and assume end-to-end responsibility for these capabilities, from development to production. Another major advantage of microservice-based architectures is independent deployment, which reduces the coordination effort needed to align on common application delivery cycles and also leads to independent scaling at runtime.

Migrating legacy applications from monolithic to microservice architectures is a challenging task. We now review the landscape of the microservice extraction techniques designed to help the developers with this endeavor.

B. Microservice Extraction Techniques

To collect the set of main principles underlying existing microservice extraction techniques, we started from the recent systematic literature review on the topic conducted by Ponce et al. [36]. In January 2021, we performed a secondary search using the same methodology, to cover more recent papers and also performed a snowballing review on the identified papers. We focused on automated techniques for producing microservice candidates, omitting approaches that rely on additional artifacts often unavailable in practice and/or taking a considerable time to produce, e.g., entity-relationship diagrams and use case models [21], [28]. This search resulted in more than 10 automated techniques listed in Table I. We also list the number of citations for each corresponding paper according to Google Scholar as of January 2021.

At large, these techniques construct a graph representation of the monolithic application, wherein the nodes represent application components, e.g., packages, classes, methods, etc., and the edges between the nodes represent relationships between the components, as discussed next. Once the graph-based representation of the program is extracted, the main properties driving the decomposition are loose coupling (minimizing inter-service connection) and high cohesion (maximizing
TABLE I: Considered Microservice Extraction Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>#Cit.</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encobar et al., &quot;Towards the Understanding and Evolution of Monolithic Applications as Microservices&quot; [13]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Structural-static (method calls, inheritance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslami et al., &quot;Extraction of Microservices from Monolithic Software Architectures&quot; [15]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Semantic (similarity of terms) OR Evolutionary (artifact co-changes) OR Evolutionary (artifact contributors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin et al., &quot;Service Candidate Identification from Monolithic Systems based on Execution Traces&quot; [23]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Structural-dynamic (weighted method calls) AND Structural-static (class name similarity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvalho et al., &quot;On the Performance and Adoption of Search-Based Microservice Identification with toMicroservices&quot; [9]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Structural-static (method calls, data dependencies) AND Structural-dynamic (weighted method calls, data dependencies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathus et al., &quot;Determining Microservice Boundaries: A Case Study Using Static and Dynamic Software Analysis&quot; [51]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Structural-static (method calls, package structure) AND Structural-dynamic (weighted method call)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationship types extracted by the techniques (see the last column of Table I) determine the nature of the decomposition and can broadly be divided into structural, semantic, and evolutionary. We discuss these relationships and exemplify them on a simple monolithic application in Figure 1. We also refer to this example later in the paper, as it is a “mini-version” of the case study app we used in our study.

The example application consists of seven classes, six of which correspond to three conceptual domains: catalog, which allows the user to browse items, order, for ordering from the catalog, and shipping, which manages the shipment of orders. Within each domain, a controller class communicates with its corresponding persistence layer class, e.g., ShippingController and ShippingModel. The ShippingController class also communicates with the OrderItemModel class: when a shipment request is submitted, the controller retrieves and updates information about the Orders being shipped.

Structural relationships are most frequently used by the existing techniques. These relationships are obtained via static or dynamic code analysis. This type of relationship aims to group together architecturally-related elements, reducing inter-service communication and minimizing performance overhead. Static structural relationships include method calls, i.e., static call graphs. Some techniques also use data dependencies, inheritance, and package structure, e.g., [13], [14], [24]. Dynamic structural relationships include method calls, which are typically weighted based on the frequency of invocations in the dynamic execution traces [23], [24], [38], data dependencies between elements [9], and dependencies on shared resources [5].

For the example in Figure 1a, solid lines represent statically-obtained, non-weighted method call relationships between classes. Microservice candidates obtained by clustering based on intra-service connections). For that purpose, the techniques utilize existing clustering algorithms, such as k-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [16].

Fig. 1: Extraction Candidates for Different Relationship Types on these relationships are denoted by numbered boxes enclosing the classes. Here, classes from the Catalog domain are combined into one service candidate as the CatalogController and CatalogItemModel classes call each other. Classes from the Order and Shipping domains are combined into a separate service candidate due to the structural dependency between classes within each of these domains and between the ShippingController and OrderItemModel classes. Utility was added to this service candidate as well, as its affinity with OrderController and ShippingController is stronger than with CatalogController only alone.

Figure 1b shows weighted dynamic method call relationships, as well as microservice candidates produced using these relationships. In this figure, the weight of a relationship is indicated by the thickness of the line. At runtime, all controller
classes heavily rely on their respective model classes and call the generic Utility class. Overall, classes from the Shipping domain are called less frequently than Catalog and Order classes. This creates coupling between Catalog and Order domains, pulling them into service #1.

Semantic relationships are obtained via Information Retrieval (IR) techniques. Intuitively, this type of relationship aims to identify elements that belong to the same business domain by relying on naming conventions followed by developers. Some of the techniques focus on class name similarity only [23], i.e., the edge between the classes is weighted based on the similarity of terms in their class names. Other techniques compute broader term similarity, considering other terms within the class/method body, such as variable names, method names and parameters, comments, etc. [4], [32]. Most of the techniques exclude stop words, i.e., programming-language-specific and technical terms.

Figure [1] shows class name similarity relationships, computed by dividing the number of common words by the total number of words in both class names, while excluding Controller and Model terms, as done in prior work [23], [32]. In this example, classes from the Order and Catalog domains are combined into one service candidate due to the semantic coupling caused by the shared Item term, while classes from the Shipping domain, as well as the Utility class, are placed in their own service candidates.

Evolutionary relationships are obtained by mining code repositories. These relationships aim to produce microservice candidates that can be maintained and developed by autonomous teams, grouping together code contributed by the same developers or code frequently changed together. More specifically, commit similarity between two elements is calculated as the number of commits shared by these elements, normalized by the combined number of unique commits that involve either element [14], [32]. Contributor similarity is defined as the number of developers who have worked on both elements, normalized by the total number of unique developers that have worked on either element [32].

For the example in Figure [1], boxed letters placed at the top of a class represent distinct commits that have changed that class, and the edges between classes represent weighted commit similarity relationships computed using this information. For example, CatalogController, CatalogItemModel, OrderController, and OrderItemModel were all changed together in both commit A and B. These classes are placed in service #1, together with the Utility class that has a stronger affinity with the Catalog and Order controllers than with the single Shipping controller.

While in this example each decomposition is performed by a single relationship type (with just the method calls for structural relationships), several approaches consider multiple relationships simultaneously [9], [14], [23], [31], [35], [38]. Yet, none of these approaches allows the user to control weights, i.e., the importance assigned to each type of relationship.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND STUDY DESIGN

To answer our research questions introduced in Section I, we collected input from 10 industrial practitioners experienced with microservice extraction. We divided the data collection process into two parts, which were performed during the same online session. To answer RQ1, we followed the semi-structured interviews methodology, investigating the practitioners’ perspectives on the applicability and usefulness of different relationship types during the extraction process. For RQ2, we conducted think-aloud sessions with practitioners for which we implemented a generic microservice extraction prototype capable of dealing with multiple types of relationships. We used this prototype to collect expectations practitioners have for tools utilizing such relationships. We now describe our selection of participants, the design of both parts of the study, and our process of analyzing the results.

A. Subjects

We recruited software developers experienced with microservices and microservice extraction approaches. To ensure that our data is valuable and reliable, our selection criteria were for participants to (1) have more than five years of software development experience and (2) more than one year of involvement with a microservice-based migration of substantial size and complexity.

For identifying the interviewees, we reached out to developers who actively participate in microservice-related events and meetup groups, and used the Reddit and Twitter web platforms to recruit developers that include microservice development in their core skills and hold active software development positions. Our selection criteria were purposely strict to include only participants with substantial experience decomposing monolithic systems into microservices. Yet, we were able to include in our study 10 who have such an experience, some of which also authored popular books on microservices (P4, P10) or worked with microservices even before the term was officially coined in 2011 [12] (P8).

Table I contains detailed information about our study practitioners, including their current position, years of general software development experience, and years of experience working specifically with microservice-based applications. These practitioners are from eight companies in Canada, Croatia, Germany, Norway, Australia, and the USA, with the sizes of the companies ranging from small to large, according to the corresponding EU classification [15]. For two of the companies, we interviewed two employees each, as these employees work in different areas/countries.

All our practitioners were involved in decomposing at least one monolithic application into microservices. Some, e.g., P1, have spent a number of years on decomposing a single monolithic system; others, e.g., P2, P4, P10, work primarily as architecture consultants, helping different companies decompose their monoliths into microservices. We believe such a range of experiences is highly valuable for our study.

Table I also lists the size and age of the largest monolithic application practitioner decomposed. We categorize monoliths with up to 50 thousands of lines of code (KLOC) as small, between 50 to 250 KLOC as medium, and over 250 KLOC as large. P1, P2, P4, and P7 all report experience with
TABLE II: Interview Participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Staff Software Developer</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Architecture Consultant</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Director of Engineering</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Fellow, Architecture Consultant</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>VP Software Development</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Executive Architect</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Chief Technology Officer</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>10+</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Architecture Consultant</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Chief Technology Officer</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

decomposing a monolith with over one million lines of code. P5 could not disclose the size and age of the largest/oldest monoliths they have decomposed.

B. RQ1: Interview Study

We now describe the interview study we conducted to investigate the applicability and usefulness of different relationship types during the extraction process.

We performed semi-structured interviews with a set of open-ended questions. To identify an appropriate study protocol, we first conducted two pilot interviews with colleagues that are familiar with microservice-based development. We proceeded to the main study only as the pilot interviews ran smoothly; we discarded the data collected during the pilot study.

The interviews were conducted in English by at least two of the authors of this paper using telecommunication software, such as Zoom. All but one interviewee agreed to be recorded, to avoid misunderstandings and ease the analysis of the collected data. For the remaining interview, both researchers took notes during the meeting. The interviews took between 60 and 90 minutes. Furthermore, we collected quantitative data about the participants’ background, experience, their project, etc. offline, which saved time during the interviews.

We began each interview by explaining the goal of our study: to identify how automated tools can better assist practitioners with microservice extraction. We then explained that automated tools rely on different types of relationships between entities, introduced the relationships, and discussed the intuition behind using these relationship, similar to the discussion in Section II-B. We structured the remaining part of the interview around four central questions:

Q1. Which relationship types do you find useful for microservice extraction and why?
Q2. If there is more than one useful relationship type, what is the relative importance of each relationship and why?
Q3. Are there any additional relationship types you find useful?
Q4. What characteristics of an application/organization could change how you use relationships?

We followed up with subsequent questions and in-depth discussions based on the interviewees’ responses and encouraged participants to include examples from their microservice experience in their answers. A more detailed description of our interview protocol is available online [25].

C. RQ2: Think-Aloud Study

Following the interview study, we showed participants a “vanilla” microservice extraction tool prototype that allows the user to browse different types of relationships and select the desired types and weightings of these relationships. We implemented this prototype to evaluate practitioners’ opinions “in vivo”, asking them to verbalize their thoughts as they performed a microservice decomposition task. Such a protocol, referred to as a think-aloud session [22], allows designers to gain insight into the cognitive processes involved with solving a problem and has been shown to be effective for eliciting user needs and requirements [7], [26].

We used a case study monolithic application to facilitate the discussion. We describe this application next and then briefly outline our prototype implementation (a working version is available online [25]) and our study protocol.

1) PartsUnlimitedMRP Case Study: We used PartsUnlimitedMRP [1], a Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) application developed and maintained by Microsoft, as our case study application. This application is similar to and has inspired our motivating example in Figure 1. We selected this application because it is a realistic, yet relatively compact example of a system that has both a monolithic and microservice-based version [2] available online. Having a microservice-based version of our case study allowed us to better understand ways in which the monolith can be decomposed.

We focus our analysis on the backend part of PartsUnlimitedMRP, which contains 54 classes conceptually corresponding to different functional domains of the system: catalog, dealer, order, quote, and shipment. The application is implemented in Spring and uses Spring controllers, models, and repository components to implement the presentation, business, and persistence layers, respectively. In addition to the Spring-based application elements, the system contains several classes that implement secondary functionalities (i.e., application and database configuration, error handling, utility/logging access code, etc.). These classes are used throughout all domains, like the Utility class in Figure 1.

The microservice-based version of PartsUnlimitedMRP contains five services that represent the application’s five functional domains. The decomposition itself is performed at the class level, with each of the services containing its corresponding controller, model, and repository classes from the original monolithic application. As the produced microservice-
based version is a reasonably straightforward decomposition of the original monolithic application, we believe this is a feasible task, which makes PartsUnlimitedMRP a suitable case study for our analysis. Note that we did not introduce the microservices version of the application to the study participants as the objective of our study is to collect requirements for a microservice extraction tool, rather than to arrive at any particular microservice-based version of PartsUnlimitedMRP.

2) Prototype Implementation: The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of our prototype tool contains six tabs, each corresponding to a relationship type described in Section II: static, dynamic, class name, term, commit, and contributor similarity. This presentation is similar to the one in Figure 1 where the nodes represent classes of an application and the edges represent a particular type of relationship. The user can move the nodes around and reorganize the view in the way most suitable for them. When the user switches between tabs, the nodes stay in their selected location and only the relationships between the nodes change. The GUI also includes an edge weight slider that can hide weaker relationships within the graph, which we introduced following a pilot study. A clustering menu allows the user to select the types and weights of relationships and, based on that, create a set of service candidates extracted according to the user’s selected relationships/weights. The user can then inspect the results, adjust the relationship weights if needed, and repeat the extraction process.

The underlying implementation of the tool is shown in Figure 2 and is also available online. It obtains as input any number and type of relationships extracted from a monolith, alongside the user’s weighting of each relationship. For our prototype implementation, we relied on SciTool’s Understand to tokenize each class of the application into a set of terms. We then used TF-IDF to determine a term vector for each class and used the cosine similarity between term vectors to represent the weight of the relationship between classes. We extracted data for both commit similarity and contributor similarity by mining Git version control logs. All referenced data, including the scripts used to collect and process the data, is publicly available to ensure reproducibility.

Given the set of relationships and their weights provided by the user, the tool constructs a single graph that represents the prioritized relationship types. To this end, we normalized structural relationships to be in the range [0,1] (semantic and evolutionary relationships are already normalized) and then applied the user’s prioritization to the relationship types by multiplying the weights of each relationship type by its corresponding prioritization. Finally, we used TurboMQ clustering, a hill-climbing algorithm proposed by BUNCH to cluster the elements of the graph into microservice candidates. We chose this implementation as it is very efficient in terms of its runtime, which is critical for collecting user feedback on extraction results during an interactive session and also because BUNCH performed well in earlier comparative studies. As a search-based approach, Bunch may yield different results in different runs. To mitigate non-determinism for our experiments, we configured BUNCH to run with a very large population of initial clusters, which can be extensively explored due to the size of our case study.

3) Methodology: We began each session by presenting the purpose and high-level design of PartsUnlimitedMRP to the participants and asked them to imagine they need to decompose this application into microservices. We then showed participants the graphical user interface (GUI) of our prototype tool. In the GUI, the classes of PartsUnlimitedMRP were grouped horizontally by technical layer, e.g., controllers, repositories, and models, and vertically by domains, e.g., orders, catalog, shipping. To help the practitioners better understand PartsUnlimitedMRP within the time constraints of the interview, we used Zoom’s Annotate features to highlight and explain the purpose of each technical layer and domain within the app. We then identified and explained the role of four utility-based classes used to hold common string operations, handle request errors, switch between databases, and perform basic database read and write operations.
We asked participants to complete three tasks, encouraging them to verbalize their thoughts and to explain their actions as they worked through each task.

**T1. Use the GUI to familiarize yourself with the relationship types of PartsUnlimitedMRP.**

**T2. Distribute 100 points across the relationship types according to their importance in a microservice extraction of PartsUnlimitedMRP.**

**T3. Use the clustering menu to produce a microservice extraction of PartsUnlimitedMRP.**

We answered any questions participants asked about the implementation of PartsUnlimitedMRP. We also encouraged them to repeat T2 and T3, if they indicated that they were unhappy with the microservice candidates generated by their weightings. All verbalizations and interactions with the GUI were recorded for review.

D. Data Analysis

We used open coding – a qualitative data analysis technique borrowed from grounded theory – to identify main ideas expressed by our study participants [41]. To this end, we used an automated tool to transcribe the interview recordings, and we cross-checked the generated transcriptions against the interview recordings to identify and correct any transcription mistakes. Two of the paper authors then independently read the transcriptions and interview notes to identify and name concepts – key ideas contained in data – for relationship-usefulness and tool-expectation categories, separately. When looking for concepts, the authors searched for the best phrase that describes what we believe is the idea expressed by the participant. Then, all the authors met to discuss the identified concepts, refine concept labeling, and merge related concepts, if needed. The results of our study are described next.

IV. RESULTS

A. RQ1: Applicability and Usefulness of Relationship Types

We heard a range of replies about relationships practitioners find useful for automated microservice extraction. Interestingly, only two of the participants expressed a strong preference for one particular relationship type: P3 for evolutionary, to produce microservices that can be developed and maintained by independent teams, and P7 for structural, to prioritize architecturally-cohesive services that minimize refactoring effort. Other participants found a combination of relationships useful for incorporating benefits of multiple strategies.

At the same time, all participants repeatedly commented that there is no one-size-fits-all strategy that can work across all applications. They emphasized the importance of a “what-if” analysis tool that can help examine and experiment with different relationships and weights to take application-, organization-, and domain-specific considerations into account. We now outline such considerations provided by the participants.

1) Structural Relationships: The programming language of a monolithic application affects its structural properties, which influences the decomposition strategy. For example, the value of static and dynamic data can vary depending on the type system of a programming language: «(P5) In a statically typed language, looking at the code would be interesting. If it is a dynamically typed language, you would want to put the full [weighting] on dynamic [analysis].» The nature of function calls between elements also influences the value of structural relationships. For example, Ruby relies on implicit method calls, which complicates the identification and comprehension of structural relationships: «(P1) When we were looking at the dynamic analysis and then looking at the code, we could not even see how the two were related». Likewise, dependency injections – a technique in which an object receives other objects that it depends on – lead to strong structural relationships between these classes, which is not necessarily valuable for the decomposition purposes: «(P10) Those classes should not be tightly coupled, but [that] was not reflected in the [structural] analysis at all.»

Several participants, e.g., P1-P5, P8-P10, deprioritized structural relationships because they believed that these relationships become entangled and lose their meaning as a monolith ages and expands: «(P4) The structure of the source code that exists often leaves something to be desired. Most often, the architecture became messed up over time. [...] So if I take the existing structure and use an algorithm that aims to preserve it, I’d be pretty surprised if that brings any benefit.» In addition, some participants, e.g., P4, P9, P10, noted that structural relationships do not provide as much business and organization value as other relationship types: «(P10) doing what’s easy to refactor, isn’t necessarily going to deliver value to the business. Usually, the business doesn’t care about the structure of the code as much.»

Participants mentioned the difficulty of acquiring reliable dynamic data: «(P2) Because you would have to have a really comprehensive test suite that encompasses many different functionalities. [...] Large monoliths [I have worked with] often have incomplete functional test suites.» When the dynamic data is incomplete, participants recommended complementing it with other types of relationships: «(P7) In those types of cases, I may use some semantic relationships to see if I can derive relationships between classes that can be verified later.»

At the same time, two of the participants, P6 and P7, considered structural relationships to be the most reliable way of performing decompositions, viewing microservice extraction primarily as a refactoring effort: «(P7) When I go for actual monolith code refactoring/rearchitecting, [using semantic relationships] might not produce good clusters because there could be relationships between classes that break the code and structural dependencies between classes. I would instead focus on structural relationships and the partitions they produce that can be realized with minimal code tweaking.»

Several participants, e.g., P7-P10, wanted to see database structure and access patterns as part of the considered structural relationships: «(P9) You look at the database first and what is accessing it, then you work backwards [into the code], using transactional integrity as a guide.» They noted that database decomposition itself could be a difficult task, as it has to be done carefully to minimize transactions that span multiple
services/databases. Yet, considering the database structure and how it affects the structure of the code could be of value.

2) Semantic Relationships: Several participants, e.g., P4, P5, and P9, prioritized class name similarities because «(P5) [...] a lot of people put significant effort into naming their classes.» However, while in newer applications a significant amount of time and effort is put into class naming, as a code base ages, class names tend to deviate from the original intention: «(P1) We have a lot of cases where, because our application is 14 years old now, the [class] names just do not apply anymore [...]. The older the classes and the more changes the code base has had, the less I would trust class names. [...] It takes a lot of effort to refactor class names and developers usually care more about code they are adding and changing than they care about code that is already there.»

The language spoken within an organization or team also influences the naming of classes and terms within classes. In these cases, semantic data can be unreliable for microservice extraction: «(P2) Because English is not our first language, [...] language ambiguity plays a role. For example, in Croatian, there is a word called predmet that translates in English to object, subject, document, etc. So when we translate this to English, we can end up with ObjectController, Document-Controller, or SubjectController.» Such situations increase inconsistencies, especially in globally-distributed organizations, where the development is carried out in multiple countries. The usefulness of semantic data is also affected by the team size and development practices they employ: «(P7) The more developers you have, the more things will have potential differences in how things are named and how things are written.

Participants repeatedly noted that using semantic relationships can introduce false coupling between domains when terms are re-used across bounded contexts: «(P1) Something that exists in domain-driven design is the idea of bounded contexts, so that a name would have a meaning in one context, but not in the overall context of the app. [...] In one context we might have Customer, and in another context we might have Customer, but those classes might be completely different customers that actually have no relationship.»

3) Evolutionary Relationships: To our surprise, even though the majority of automated microservice extraction techniques rely on structural and semantic relationships, several participants, e.g., P1-P3, P4, P5, P10, gave strong preference to evolutionary data: «(P10) Evolutionary relationships are the most useful»; «(P3) The primary criteria we look at when grouping classes together into microservices is how often they change together, at once, and who is changing them.» Also, whilst structural and semantic relationships tend to become less reliable over time, commits/co-change relationships become stronger over time and «(P2) capture business requirements from the beginning of development to the very end»;

However, like with semantic data, older code means that evolutionary data might be polluted, especially if development transitioned from one code management system to another: «(P2) I do not always have a good version control history, in one 20-year-old code base, most of the code is pushed in an “initial commit” and in that case, I would put more weighting on structural similarity.»

The size of the team can also impact whether contributor similarity is useful for microservice extraction: «(P2) I could see contributor coupling as being useful when you have a very large team and different members of the team are working on different parts of the application. As we try to split monoliths into microservices, we would also split our large team into smaller teams.» For an organization with a small number of developers, contributor similarity becomes less meaningful: «(P4) Separating by contributor similarity might not be worthwhile because developers often work on different parts of the code simultaneously.»

Our study participants, e.g., P2 and P9, also identified additional evolutionary data that could benefit the automated extraction techniques. Specifically, they considered project management and issue tracking information, such as Jira tickets and GitHub issues, valuable to both strengthen the commit data and to estimate the effort required to maintain certain portion of the code, which could inform decomposition effort: «(P9) If you look at the time that elapsed between creating a ticket and the ticket being closed, as well as the time it took to go from development to quality assurance and from quality assurance to production, and then relate this to the amount of code that was changed, then you can see the amount of friction it took to get that feature out into production.»

4) Summary: To answer RQ1, our study showed that while each type of relationships has its value and intended use, there is a number of scenarios in which each particular relationship type needs to be re-considered and customized. Programming languages used, age of the code base, size and structure of the team, and even the language spoken by the team members can affect the quality of microservice candidate proposed by an automated extraction technique. Next, we discussed some tool extensions proposed by our study participants.

B. RQ2: Tool Support

1) Relationship Visualization: All our participants believed that microservice extraction starts from understanding the monolithic systems and, thus, visualizing different relationship types in itself provides a high value to developers: «(P2) This tool allows you to visualize what’s going on in the application»; «(P4) It is a good way to reduce the information and make it digestible.» They expressed difficulties trusting fully-automated tools and believed that a tool that “explains”, via visualization, the reasons for the proposed decomposition would be beneficial: «(P10) A tool that actually did the decomposition probably would not be something I would trust for maybe a long time, but if there was a tool that I could give an existing application and it could give me proposed decompositions, [...] I think that would be really useful. [...] Anything that can give me extra information about the situation here is going to be valuable.»

At the same time, some participants noted that with bigger applications, visualizing all elements and relationships might
become cumbersome. They wished to customize the level of abstraction at which elements and relationships are presented. Our prototype’s edge weight slider that can hide weaker relationships between classes was a step in this direction; it was appreciated by practitioners as it allowed them to easily identify the strongest relationships between classes: «(P1) We tried similar visualizations for our app [...] but we did not have an edge weight filter. That would have been very useful.»

One of the participants suggested that the visualization of service candidate could be further improved by highlighting inter-candidate relationships: «(P1) It would be really interesting to then only display the relationships that go between clusters after extracting microservices, [...] to identify elements that cross-cut domains and question why they exist.»

2) Decomposition Granularity: Besides the visualization aspect, three participants, P2, P8, and P9, stated that they would rather increase the abstraction level at which microservice extraction is performed. Unlike most existing techniques that perform decomposition at class or even method level, these participants stated that they often perform microservice extraction at the package and/or namespace level: «(P8) If you take everything to a higher level of abstraction, for example with packages instead of classes, then I think the division between potential services becomes even clearer [...] I don’t usually look lower than the package level during decompositions.»

This observation implies that developers should be able to configure the abstraction level of entities within relationship graphs. That is, tools can be extended to allow the developer to define the notion of “components” they want to manipulate. Such an extension would also increase the applicability of extraction techniques, at least those based on semantic and evolutionary relationships, across different programming languages: «(P9) A class is a [Java-specific] way of structuring a system – Golang, Python, and Javascript have different ways of modularizing things [...] In a nutshell, units of code that can be versioned together should be kept together as a component.»

3) Interactive Processes: An interesting insight was that several participants wanted to “work with the tool” rather than having the tool produce candidates automatically: «(P1) It would be interesting if I could influence the clustering so that they make sense to me.» For example, they wanted to fix certain decisions by drawing a circle around a group of elements, indicating these elements should stay together. The tool would then proceed with decomposition while respecting this choice: «(P10) [It would be valuable] if you could just draw where the microservices are going to be, but then have the model somehow simulate that and, using all the connections it has got in the graph, tell you how feasible it is for everything to be connected in that way.»

4) Decomposition Customization: Participants wanted to customize relationship data based on their specific needs. For structural relationships, they wished to weight different criteria individually, e.g., data dependency or inheritance. For semantic relationship, practitioners mentioned that beyond custom dictionaries, the relationships are missing domain-specific concepts, e.g., bounded contexts: «(P9) The definition [of semantic relationships] is missing the concept of bounded contexts – what “rock” means depends on whether you’re in the mountains or in a concert. Context means everything.»

Developers also wanted to manually weight different parts of class/variable names: «(P1) [For us] the first part of the name would be some kind of namespacing and defining the context, and then the second part would have to be weighted differently for it to work. In this case, the parts should have different weightings depending on their position in the name.»

For evolutionary relationships, commits need to be filtered by the type of the change they make: «(P1) It would be ideal if we could filter commits by feature, bug, and/or project.»

Similarly, as suggested by our findings in RQ1, the applicability and usefulness of different relationship types is highly dependent on the application scenario. This implies that tools need the ability to allow the developer to select and prioritize different types of relationships according to their preferences: «(P1) The weightings are useful.»

5) Examples and Recommendations: Some of the participants, i.e., P9 and P10, wanted tools to offer multiple decomposition alternatives, allowing the user to browse and select the desired one. P10 envisioned an iterative genetic algorithm-inspired process, where the developer selects the most fitting alternative, further customizes and fine-tunes it, and lets the tool propose improved variants based on that feedback: «(P10) I would like to have [the tool] consider a million [relationship type] configurations, run them through a simulation to discard some of them, and then present me with a small number of options [displayed] in a grid. Then I choose the options that map best to what I hope would be good configurations, [...] and then fine-tune the weights.»

Participants also wished tools would analyze the structure of the application and provide recommendations about the feasibility and necessity of migration: «(P6) It would be good to look for indicators of when you should not [transition to microservices].» «(P3) If changes are made across all classes by very few people, then it makes the most sense to keep the application as one service that one team handles.»

Moreover, tools could assist with exploring whether there is a configuration of relationships that results in a highly-modular decomposition, or check the modularity of relationship types prioritized by the developer and suggest changes that lead to better modularity. Finally, tools could generate metrics capturing the quality of the decomposition suggested by the developer: «(P10) You can come up with a bunch of potential configurations for microservices and if nothing else that would be a useful thing to be able to take to management: these are the types of structures that I am considering, you know? Or you could take it to the development team and you could ask the development team, is this a good structure? Can you think of why this would not work? So it would just be really cool as a modeling and communication tool.»

6) Summary: To answer RQ2, our study identified several features practitioners want to see in microservice extraction tools, such as the ability to visualize and investigate relationships and possible microservice candidates obtained by utilizing
these relationships, to customize elements and relationships considered by the extraction tool, to perform “what-if” analyses of possible decompositions, and to interactively work with the tool by “fixing” some decisions and letting the tool work with this setup. Notably, all study participants found this direction productive and beneficial for their needs, and we obtained comments, such as: «(P3) It makes sense for architects to use a tool like this to figure out how to [cluster]»; «(P2) If this tool becomes open source, I would be interested in taking a look at it and running it on my own applications.»; «(P5) I always imagined having a tool like this – I would love to try it out on my code.»

V. Threats to Validity

For external validity, our results may be affected by the selection of our interview study participants. We attempted to mitigate this threat by reaching out to experienced software engineers from companies of different sizes and geographic locations. For the think-aloud protocol, the participants could be influenced by the case study application we experimented with. We attempted to mitigate this threat by selecting a representative third-party application, which was already successfully decomposed into microservices. We also made sure to emphasize during the interviews that we use the application as an example and are interested in the practitioners’ opinions based on their broader experience. We believe that our selection of experienced software engineers with substantial microservice extraction experience helped to mitigate both threats.

For internal validity, we might have misinterpreted participants’ answers or misidentified concepts. To mitigate this threat, we made sure at least two authors of this paper attended each interview and recorded all but one interview for further detailed analysis. Moreover, our data analysis was performed independently by two authors of the paper and all divergences were discussed and resolved by all the authors.

VI. Related work

We discuss the related work along two main dimensions: migration to microservices and broader studies on architectural recovery techniques.

1) Migration to Microservices: Existing automated microservice extraction approaches are extensively discussed in Section [11]. A number of studies have also recently surveyed industrial practitioners, collecting challenges related to the migration from monolithic to microservice-based architectures [11], [43]. They observed that finding a proper service granularity and setting up an initial infrastructure for microservices are some of the migration challenges that developers face. Carvalho et al. [10] interviewed 15 microservice migration specialists, investigating the usefulness of criteria for microservice extraction, such as coupling, cohesion, communication overhead, reuse potential, database schema, and more. The results suggest that practitioners often need to consider multiple criteria simultaneously as well as their trade-offs to support their decisions. The participants also stated that existing tools are insufficient to support their microservice extraction decisions, which is also confirmed in additional studies [11], [17], [20], [47]. Yet, unlike our work, these studies do not provide exact reasons for the lack of adoption of the tools and do not detail suggestions for support practitioners need to employ tools in their work environment.

Gysel et al. [21] also investigated service decomposition based on a number of coupling criteria distilled from the literature. Yet, this work focuses on design artifacts, such as use cases and Entity-Relationship Models, while our work considers development artifacts. Fritzsch et al. [18] proposed a decision guide recommending a certain tool based on developers’ decomposition goal and available data. Unlike us, the study did not focus on factors affecting the availability of that data and did not provide suggestions for improving the tools.

2) Architectural Recovery: Microservice extraction is closely related to the field of architectural recovery, as both activities aim to extract architectural information from existing systems by grouping software entities into clusters. Abreu and Goulao [6], Bavota et al. [5], as well as Candela et al. [8] investigated how class coupling, as captured by structural, dynamic, semantic, and logical coupling measures, aligns with developers’ perception of coupling. Similarly, Latelli et al. [29], [30] explored the impact of relationships on architectural recovery approaches, focusing on structural relationships alone. Garcia et al. [19] performed a comprehensive analysis of software architecture recovery technique showing a relatively low accuracy for most of the analyzed approaches.

The authors of these works observed that none of the decomposition principles exclusively dominate the modularity of the studied systems. Our study confirms this finding. Yet, our focus is specifically on the microservice extraction process, which requires additional considerations when compared with architectural decomposition in general, e.g., the need to maintain independence of teams and their deployment schedules. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to investigate the impact and usefulness of a wide range of code relationships on the microservice extraction process in the context of practitioners’ development practices.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the usefulness of relationships extracted from a monolithic application for the microservice extraction process. We also collected expectations practitioners have for tools utilizing such relationships. Our study involved 10 practitioners with substantial hands-on microservice extraction experience. Our results show that practitioners often need a “what-if” analysis tool that simultaneously considers multiple relationship types. This is because the relevance of some relationship types is influenced by the choice of programming language, the age of the code base, language(s) spoken by the team, and more. We also extract suggestions for improving current extraction tools, e.g., with the ability to iteratively select, filter, and customize relationships, as well as to fix some decisions during the extraction process.
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